
Windsor 22 

Judge: Mrs D Arrowsmith 

The overall standard of type and balance was good throughout the classes. Heads were ideal with correct leathers. 

One or two chancy bites but the  majority were sound.  

 

V (5,1) 1 & BV Dunsdon’s Seaspring Becalmed. This b & W bitch excellent in head and expression,  

good sound front and feet, clean neck and balanced angles fore and aft. Moved well.  

2 Taubman’s Meonstoke Hawthorn. L&W male presented a pleasing out line and was sound on the move.  

3 Weyman’s Spuffing. Molly’s Secret  

 

PD (2) 1 & BP Hill’s Dexbenella double trouble at Teignvalley. Presented a typical and balanced outline,  

Correct skull proportions and leathers, kind expression, clean neck. Straight front and on sound well-padded feet.  

Ideal angles fore and aft, correct couples and lovely on the move.  

2 Walker’s Dexbenella Double Oh Seven. Close up to winner with all her attributes. I preferred the coupling on 

winner.  

 

PGD (5,2) 1 Rowlinson’s Meltarose Midshipman. Presented a typical outline, skull proportions, eye and neck.  

Straight front and on good feet, Sound top line, ideal angles fore and aft, Moved well.  

2 House’s Gleadsbury. Gunpowder Plot. Presented a typical and sound outline with balanced angles fore and aft.  

I preferred the more positive forward movement of winner.  

3 Allery’s Dexbenella Final Frontier.  

 

LD (6) 1 Allen and bott’s Trimere. Tipping Point of Allenie. Lovely balanced and typical outline with good head and 

expression,  sound straight front and good feet, strong level top line, loin, croup and underline. Ideal angles fore 

and aft, sound on the move.  

2 Woodbridge’s Crackerjanne Court Jester. Another typical dog with a lot to like about him. Just not as settled in 

the stand as winner.  

3 Gray’s Trimere Time Tracker.  

 

OD (4 ,1) 1 CC & BOB Eyeington’s Sh ChMeadowdale Daisydale Lightning Bolt. B & W all male.  Outstanding in size, 

type and balance. Lovely head and skull, eye and leathers, clean neck flowing into  ideal shoulder placement with 

return of upper arm. Well off for bone on sound front and feet.  Strong level top line, correct loin and croup, 

correct tail set. Ideal angles fore and aft, correct  

underline and classic on the move. This boy could not be ignored today.  

2 RCC. Walker’s Sh Ch Dexbenella Atticus Finch Sh CEx. Excellent L & W presenting balance and type.  

Unlucky to come up against the winner on such top form.  

3 Topliss’ Sh Ch Beresford Night Train  

 

GCD/B (5) 1 Williams and Toublic’s Cobhay. Fancy Phlox. L&W bitch. Balanced standing and on the move,  

ideal head and expression, angles fore and aft, sound on the move.  

2 Charlton’s Petranella. Jubilee Jester. Grand chap, 10 years young, typical and sound all through.  

3 Kibby’s Trimere. Turn Back Time.  

 

 

 



MPB (1) 1 Stevens’ Saturnii Cartoons Be My Valentine At Bumblecorn. A sweet B &W baby.  

Ideal fore-hand assembly and balanced hind quarters. On good front and feet and sound on the move.  

 

PB (4) 1 Walker’s Dexbenella Double Take. Lovely baby, sound and typical all through. Correct angles fore and aft,  

strong level top-line, correct couples, croup and tail set. Sound and true on the move.  

2 Strover’s Seaspring Windcatcher at Chipewyan. B & W baby. Lovely outline and sound on the move.  

A tad shy when there was a need to go over her hind quarters but carried correctly when on the move  

3 Weyman’s Spuffing Prosecco.  

 

JB (6,1) 1 Walker’s Dexbenella Double Vision. L & W. One of three puppies that challenged for the top spot and 

sister to BP.  Like her sister she excelled in type and outline, top line, fore hand assembly and rear angulation. 

Sound on the move.  

2 Corbett’s Trimere. Time Fly’s. L & W and close up to winner with all her attributes. Just nit picking to split them.  

3 Dunsdon’s Kingsheath Mayday at Seaspring.  

 

PGB (6,1) 1 Rowlinson’s Meltarose Mystique. Lovely bitch with good skull proportions, sound straight front and on 

good feet. Strong level top-line, correct underline and moved well.  

2 Taubman’s Meltarose. Madeleine at Meonstoke. Yes, another close up to winner. Sound on the move but 

dropped  her top-line in the stand.  

3 House’s Gleadsbury Dynamite.  

 

LB (5) 1 West’s Grosbreuil. Abricot Regal. Along with the second in this class, the best on the move.  

Both presenting an ideal outline, front and feet, top-line, angles fore and aft, I just preferred the hocks  

and rear pasterns of one.  

2 Glendinning, Plaiglen Encore. See critique on winner.  

3 Williams & Toublic’s Cobhay Dazzling Azalea.  

 

OB (6) This class was filled with quality, type and balance. Any could change places at any time.  

However, my winner of the bitch ticket went to:  

1 CC Hydon’s Clentonian Pandemonium JW. B & W. Nothing over done here. She presented a sound and balanced 

outline,  typical fore hand assembly, top line and rear quarters, Good ribs, loin and croup. She tipped the scales in 

her favour  with her positive action coming toward me and going away.  

2 Wildsmith & Brown’s . Sh Ch Trimere Tickle Me Fancy. So typical, balanced and sound all through.  

Everything going for her. I am not surprised she is made up.  

3 Corbett’s Sh Ch Trimere Taylor Swift. Another balanced and typical exhibit. 

 


